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Welcome to our webinar

If you are joining by phone, please send questions, thoughts or comments to our dedicated email address: 
webinar@foryoubyyou.org.uk which is monitored throughout the broadcast.

If you are joining by computer, interact using the console on your screen: The console will 
show audio levels of 
the speaker; your 
mic will remain 
muted.

Type questions, 
thoughts or 
comments and press 
‘send’. They will 
only be visible to the 
host of the webinar.

mailto:webinar@foryoubyyou.org.uk


Our v i s ion i s  a l i fe long 

community  of  people 

of fer ing ef fect ive support  

for  each other  when l i fe 

takes a turn for  the worse.



An introduction to economic 

abuse



The mission of Surviving Economic Abuse (SEA) is 

to raise awareness of economic abuse; and  

transform responses to it.

We have four strategic priorities –

1. Awareness-raising

2. Professional responses 

3. Systems change

4. Policy influencing 

Introduction to Surviving Economic Abuse (SEA)



Financial or economic abuse?

 The terms financial and economic abuse are 

used interchangeably 

 Evidence base suggests that economic abuse is 

more than ‘just’ exerting control and creating 

instability through money and finances - also 

through economic resources (things that money 

can buy) such as housing, transport, food, 

clothing etc.

 Financial abuse is a ‘sub-category’ of economic 

abuse



Proposed new statutory definition of domestic abuse 

‘Any incident or pattern of incidents of controlling, 

coercive, threatening behaviour, violence or abuse 

between those aged 16 or over who are, or have been, 

intimate partners or family members regardless of gender 

or sexual orientation. The abuse can encompass, but is not 

limited to: psychological, physical, sexual, economic, 

emotional.’



Defining economic abuse (EA)

Economic abuse is defined as: any behaviour that has a 
substantial and adverse effect on B’s ability to –

a) acquire, use or maintain money or other property, or

b) obtain goods or services

‘Property’ would cover items such as a mobile phone or car 
and ‘goods and services’ would cover, for example, utilities 
such as heating, or items such as food or clothing.



What does economic abuse look like?

‘Any behaviour’

Control
Demands to know how money is spent, makes partner ask for money, makes financial 

decisions without discussion/keeps information secret

Exploitation
Economic (moving in quickly, does not contribute to bills/rent, builds up debt under 

partner's name, makes partner give them their money) 

Sexual (perform sexual favours in exchange for economic resources)

Sabotage 
Destroys possessions, sabotages employment, sabotages credit rating etc. 



Prevalence of financial abuse

 One in five adults reports having experienced

financial abuse in a current or former

relationship (Sharp-Jeffs, 2015)

 Financial abuse previously conceptualised as a 

form of psychological abuse

 CSEW asks participants whether an intimate 

partner has prevented them from having a ‘fair 

share of the household money’ 

 Office for National Statistics does not report on 

financial abuse separately: ‘non-physical’ forms 

of abuse (emotional and financial)



Prevalence of economic abuse

 Only in past eight years have researchers 

attempted to measure economic abuse as a 

distinct construct

 No national measure of economic abuse

 Offence of coercive or controlling behaviour

provides an idea of prevalence

 Analysis of successful prosecutions (n=35) in

2017 found that 6 in 10 featured at least one

example of economic abuse

 Most recent analysis of 178 successful 

prosecutions also found that 6 in 10 (n=112) 

featured at least one example of economic 

abuse 



Acquiring economic resources 

 Seven examples related to employment: forced

to leave job, reduce hours, threatened to get

her sacked

 Two cases involved being able to work but

giving partner her wages: in one case abuser

kept all but £500 of partner’s monthly wages of

£2,000; another gave partner £10 a week after

taking all her bank cards



Using economic resources

Twelve examples related to victim’s ability to use

economic resources:

 5: monitoring her finances

 2: restricted use of mobile phone

 1: controlled access to utilities

 4: restricting access to car



Maintaining economic resources

Most common – 19 examples:

 4: smashed mobile phone

 2: clothes destroyed

 3: ‘borrowed money’

 5: damaged property

 2: emptied bank account

 2: made her take out debt/credit

 1: refused to leave house



Prevalence of economic abuse

 “Perpetrators deprive partners of money and

other vital resources in more than half of

abusive relationships” (Stark, 2007: 272)

 Studies undertaken within DV services suggest

the prevalence of economic abuse among

victim-survivors is anywhere between 43-98%
(Sharp, 2008).



Introduction to coercive control

"It's not like someone comes into your life one day and 

they hit you. They work on you slowly at first so you will 

put up with being hit...I was so isolated... you're so 

controlled by that point." 



Duluth Power and Control Wheel



Why don’t they just leave?

 Separation does NOT increase safety

 It’s not an ‘abusive ‘relationship’

 Two women a week are killed by a former or current

partner

 Majority of homicides happen at the point of separation

or soon after when the victim is moving on (abuser

realises that the victim is not going back)



Economic abuse underpins physical safety



Economic abuse and coercive control

“The economic abuse was interwoven with it all; I didn’t 

see it as one thing on it’s own” 

(Sharp-Jeffs, 2015)



Economic power and control wheel



Threading through - isolation

Isolation: removes sources of support; denies

victim access to safe spaces to report abuse;

ensures abuser is victim’s only point of reference:

 Denying a partner access to transportation,

limiting the amount of petrol they have in their

car

 Not allowing a partner to use the telephone

 Not giving a partner any money to go anywhere

or to do anything

 Stopping a partner from going to work



Threading through - emotional

 Telling a partner that they are ‘worthless’ and

don’t deserve to have money spent on them

 Insisting that a partner only eats ‘value’

branded foods/uses ‘value’ products

 Making a partner beg for money

 Denying a partner access to basic necessities

such as heating and water



No ‘hierarchy of harm’



Economic abuse post-separation 

 Coercive control extends beyond separation

 Economic abuse does not require ‘physical

proximity’ (Stark, 2007)

 Economic abuse may take different forms post-

separation (Kelly et al. 2014)

 Survivors are simultaneously trying to overcome

the economic damage inflicted by the abuser

when they were in the relationship, whilst also

dealing with new forms of economic abuse

post-separation



Financial ‘space for action’



The ‘ripple’ effect

 Foregone professional development, ability to

maximise potential

 Economic loss

 Being left in debt

 Poor credit-rating, unable to access economic

resources (through credit, unable to work in

certain professions etc.)

 At risk of other forms of violence i.e. ‘sex for

rent’

 Criminal record



Turning economic risk into economic safety

1. Identify economic risk

|

2. Create economic safety

2a) De-link economic connections with the abuser

|

2b) Maximise access to economic resources



Identifying domestic (economic) abuse

 Research into domestic abuse has suggested that 

economic abuse might precede physical violence

 Early identification and preventative efforts may 

benefit from increasing awareness of tactics used to 

introduce economic control

 Social, financial, legal and political institutions are all 

well placed to help prevent economic abuse if they 

understand the dynamics of domestic abuse and 

behaviours linked to economic abuse



The individual - who is at risk of economic abuse?

 Anyone is at risk - although research suggests that 

certain groups who experience economic disadvantage 

are at increased risk: 

 Women

 Disabled women

 Disabled men

 Gay men 



Signs of economic abuse

 Economic abuse can be subtle and hard to identify

 Particular signs of economic abuse might include -

 Rent arrears

 Being in debt/accessing debt advice

 Not knowing about/having access to family

finances/not knowing how much a partner earns

 All liabilities being in victim’s name and assets in the

abuser’s name

 Unable to access funds and other economic

resources



Organisational responses

 Provide training on domestic (economic) abuse

 Consider potential warning signs

 Build confidence to ask questions

 Consider undertaking routine screening for domestic

(economic) abuse

 Ensure safety considerations are built into practice

 Look after colleagues as well as service-users

 Create links with and ideally work with national/local

specialist domestic abuse services

 Provide access to information/literature, safe spaces to

report

 Help the victim envisage an alternative



Maximise access to economic resources

 Work with employee to ensure they have access to

money

 Develop an HR policy on domestic (economic) abuse and

offer paid leave, salary advances, interest-free loans,

grants etc.

 Provide information on funds available to civil servants
etc.



Q&A



Stay in touch!



www.foryoubyyou.org.uk

0800 056 2424

Find out more about how we can help 

and ways to get involved… 


